Creature Be Gone Sprays

Print on regular paper. If you prefer to print the tags on cardstock there are separate pages also included. These faces will fit several sizes of smaller spray bottles from 4oz up to 12 oz.

**MONSTER BE GONE**

Have a feeling things aren’t right
When it’s cold and dark at night?
Grab your bottle, give a spray.
Send those monsters on their way!

**GHOST-BE-GONE**

If there’s something tall and white,
Floating near you in the night,
Never fear, they’ll go away!
All it takes is one small spray!

**ZOMBIE BE GONE**

As you’re doing what you do
And someone starts to follow you,
If they’re looking gaunt and thin,
And it seems they’re missing skin,
Nothing makes them run away,
Quicker than some zombie spray!

---

Instructions: Spray on or near Monsters

Instructions: Spray on or near Ghosts

Instructions: Spray on or near Zombies
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**MONSTER BE GONE**

Have a feeling things aren’t right
When it’s cold and dark at night?
Grab your bottle, give a spray.
Send those monsters on their way!

*Instructions: Spray on or near Monsters*

---

**GHOST-BE-GONE**

If there’s something tall and white,
Floating near you in the night,
Never fear, they’ll go away!
All it takes is one small spray!

*Instructions: Spray on or near Ghosts*

---

**ZOMBIE BE GONE**

As you’re doing what you do
And someone starts to follow you,
If they’re looking gaunt and thin,
And it seems they’re missing skin,
Nothing makes them run away,
Quicker than some zombie spray!

*Instructions: Spray on or near Zombies*